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Haylou X1 2023 Headphones (blue)
Meet the Haylou X1 2023 wireless headphones. Equipped with 12-millimeter dynamic drivers, they'll make you feel like you're at a live
concert!  Using  the  ENC  noise  cancellation  system,  they  guarantee  crystal-clear  conversations,  and  thanks  to  their  well-thought-out
design,  they lie perfectly in the ear for  long-lasting comfort.  Bluetooth version 5.3 is  responsible for  a stable connection and ultra-low
latency,  making  them  ideal  for  gamers  and  video  fans  as  well.  The  long  operating  time,  touch-sensitive  operation  and  IPX4  water
resistance make using the X1 2023 headphones smooth, enjoyable and hassle-free.
 
The sound you deserve
Listen  to  your  favorite  tunes  in  exceptional  quality!  Dynamic  12-millimeter  drivers  will  give  you  the  best  experience  -  thanks  to  the
hydrodynamic air hole design, you can enjoy natural sound full of details. What's more, thanks to the titanium diaphragm, the sound is
perfectly balanced, so whenever you turn on the music, you'll be carried away by powerful bass and crystal clear treble.
 
Reliable wireless connection
With Haylou headphones, you gain complete freedom to listen to music, podcasts, or audiobooks. Bluetooth version 5.3 is responsible for
a stable connection with lower power consumption, providing an uninterrupted signal over a distance of up to 10 meters! X1 2023 once
paired  with  the  selected  device,  connect  to  it  automatically.  Simply  open  the  case  and  use  the  headphones  without  additional
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operations! 
 
Long working time
You don't have to worry about the headphones refusing to serve you in the middle of an interesting podcast. The X1 2023's operating
time  is  about  5.5  hours,  and  it  only  takes  about  1.5  hours  to  fully  charge  them.  Included  with  the  headphones  you  get  a  300  mAh
charging case, with which you gain another hours full of musical experience! You can top up the case's energy with a USB-C cable (also
included).
 
Created with comfort in mind
The sleek design of the X1 2023 wireless headphones is the first thing that catches your eye when you pick them up. However, looks
aren't everything, which is why Haylou focuses on your comfort! The half-over-ear design with a 60° angle fits perfectly in the ear canal,
providing exceptional comfort during their use.
 
Ideal for gamers
Extremely low latency also makes the headphones ideal for gaming and movie watching, guaranteeing perfect synchronization of sound
and picture. The X1 2023 will allow you to fully immerse yourself with crystal clear sound of footsteps, gunshots and other special effects.
 
Free phone conversations
The ENC noise cancellation system used by the headphones, combined with precision microphones, provide extremely clear and relaxed
phone conversations. They effectively filter out background sounds, allowing your caller to hear clearly everything you have to say! 
 
Easy and smooth operation
The headphones feature a precision touch panel, so you don't have to take your phone out of your pocket when you want to handle an
incoming call or the music player! With just a few touches, you can stop/resume music, answer your phone or turn on gaming mode.
 
More possibilities with the app
The dedicated HAYLOU Sound APP opens up even more options for you. From your phone, you can customize the headphones to your
preferences -  after  all,  you know them best!  Personalize  the headphone name for  your  Bluetooth connection and experiment  with  EQ
settings. You can also easily check the charge level of your headphones in the app.  
 
Included
Headphones
Charging case
USB-C cable
User manual
	Manufacturer
	Haylou
	Model
	X1 2023
	Color
	Blue
	Bluetooth version
	Bluetooth 5.3
	Signal range
	≥10 m (unobstructed)
	Charging time of the headphones
	approximately 1.5 h
	Working time of the headphones
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	approximately 5.5 h
	Battery type
	polymer-lithium
	Single handset battery capacity
	35 mAh
	Battery capacity of the case
	300 mAh
	Audio codecs
	SBC/AAC
	Bluetooth protocol
	A2DP/AVRCP/HFP

Preço:

€ 23.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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